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Abstract—Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies can potentially replace large SRAM memories such as the last-level cache (LLC). However, despite recent advances, NVMs suffer from higher write latency and limited write endurance. Recently, NVM-SRAM hybrid LLCs are proposed to combine the best of both worlds. Several policies have been proposed to improve the performance and lifetime of hybrid LLCs by intelligently steering the incoming LLC blocks into either the SRAM or NVM part, regarding the cache behavior of the LLC blocks and the SRAM/NVM device properties. However, these policies neither consider compressing the contents of the cache block nor using partially worn-out NVM cache blocks.

This paper proposes new insertion policies for byte-level fault-tolerant hybrid LLCs that collaboratively optimize for lifetime and performance. Specifically, we leverage data compression to utilize partially defective NVM cache entries, thereby improving the LLC hit rate. The key to our approach is to guide the insertion policy by both the reuse properties of the block and the size resulting from its compression. A block is inserted in NVM only if it is a read-reuse block or its compressed size is lower than a threshold. It will be inserted in SRAM if the block is a write-reuse or its compressed size is greater than the threshold. We use set-dueling to tune the compression threshold at runtime. This compression threshold provides a knob to control the NVM write rate and, together with a rule-based mechanism, allows balancing performance and lifetime.

Overall, our evaluation shows that, with affordable hardware overheads, the proposed schemes can nearly reach the performance of an SRAM cache with the same associativity while improving lifetime by 17× compared to a hybrid NVM-unaware LLC. Our proposed scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art insertion policies by 9% while achieving a comparable lifetime. The rule-based mechanism shows that by compromising, for instance, 1.1% and 1.9% performance, the NVM lifetime can be further increased by 28% and 44%, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever-growing working set sizes of emerging application domains such as machine learning and artificial intelligence require larger on-chip last-level caches (LLCs). Increasing the LLC capacity is also imperative as the number of cores sharing it grows, because it is the last line of defense of the processor against costly off-chip memory accesses. However, with the deceleration of Moore’s law, the increase in the LLC capacity has stagnated [22]. The scaling of conventional SRAM-based LLCs significantly increases the leakage power consumption and is becoming prohibitive in terms of both capacity and area [29]. Therefore, recent research advocates employing emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies to increase the LLC capacity.

Emerging NVM technologies such as spin-transfer and spin-orbit torque (STT and SOT) magnetic RAM (MRAM), phase change memory, resistive memory, and racetrack memory have shown great promise to replace or augment conventional SRAM and DRAM technologies. In the last decade, some NVM technologies have matured greatly and have made their way into the memory hierarchy [23], [39]. Compared to conventional SRAM technologies, NVMs, particularly MRAMs are attractive alternatives for large size LLCs because they are extremely energy efficient, offer larger densities, and SRAM-competitive read latencies [4], [9], [27], [29]. However, without proper buffering the slow write operation on NVMs can degrade performance by throttling subsequent critical reads, potentially leading to core stalls. In addition to the read/write asymmetry, most NVMs also have a limited endurance, i.e., the number of writes that each bitcell supports, until it deteriorates and loses its retention capacity is limited and can be approximated by a normal distribution with a mean that can vary between 10⁶ and 10¹² [10], [17], [42]–[44]. Many device, circuit, and architectural optimizations have been proposed to mitigate the impact of the write operations on the NVM-LLC performance and lifetime [29], [29], [33]. However, these solutions increase the overall power consumption and reduce the NVM capacity, thereby offsetting the NVMs benefits.

Recent proposals combine the best of both worlds, i.e., performance and endurance of SRAM/DRAM with the energy efficiency and density of STT-MRAM to implement hybrid LLCs [4], [19], [27], [32]. MRAMs, compared to other NVM technologies, offer better endurance and SRAM comparable read latencies with higher density. However, it still suffers from higher write latencies and limited endurance compared to conventional SRAM/DRAM technologies. Therefore, the performance, energy, and lifetime improvements of these hybrid proposals are associated with the reduction in number of write requests to the NVM1. Thus, various techniques have been proposed to identify and steer write-intensive blocks towards the SRAM part and read-intensive blocks towards the NVM part [9], [32]. The identification of read- and write-intensive blocks is either performed with address-based predictors that sample LLC accesses [4] or with predictors using counters and threshold values for LLC block accesses [28].

The asymmetric read-write operations in NVMs have also

1Unless otherwise mentioned, NVM hereafter refers to STT-MRAM.
motivated novel insertion policies. For instance, Luo et al. propose TAP which classifies LLC write requests into demand-writes, prefetch-writes, and clean/dirty thrashing-writes [32]. Thrashing requests are routed to the SRAM part to reduce the LLC energy consumption and improve lifetime. Compared to the least recently used (LRU) replacement policy, their proposal reduces the energy consumption by 25%. Similarly, Cheng et al. propose LHybrid [9], a loop-block aware policy to insert only clean blocks that are frequently reused (loop-blocks) in the NVM part, protecting them from non-loop-blocks when a victim is selected for replacement. LHybrid significantly reduces write traffic and improves LLC lifetime. However, in these previous proposals, the LLC lifetime improvement is only achieved by conservative insertion in the NVM part, which limits LLC performance.

In addition to specific insertion and replacement policies, a different class of optimization techniques improves the NVM lifetime and performance by decreasing the average number of bits written in each write request [11], [34], [35]. In particular, compression can increase effective main memory capacity and reduce bandwidth utilization by $2 - 4 \times [1]$. Unfortunately, compression has received only little attention in the context of hybrid LLCs. In particular, the behavior of the state-of-the-art insertion policies for hybrid-LLCs enhanced with compression are yet to be investigated.

Figure 1 shows a forecast of the performance evolution of a hybrid LLC over time, until the capacity of the NVM drops to 50%. Twelve and four ways have been devoted to NVM and SRAM storage, respectively. Further details on the methodology and workload are discussed in Section V-A. The baseline hybrid LLC configuration (BH) manages a single LRU list for all ways in a cache set. The insertion policy does not distinguish between NVM and SRAM parts and incoming blocks are written to the LRU way, regardless of its technology. BH initial performance is excellent, but the write wear on the NVM part leads to 50% of its capacity being exhausted in less than three months.

Compared to BH, LHybrid [9], thanks to its selective insertion policy, improves LLC lifetime by more than $19 \times$, but at the cost of significant performance degradation (> 11%). TAP [32] sacrifices even more performance in exchange for a lifetime improvement of $39 \times$.

This paper bridges the performance and lifetime disparities between BH and LHybrid approaches by proposing CP_SD, a hybrid insertion policy that combines data compression and block reuse information. Besides, the NVM part tolerates byte-level faults and is provided with a block rearrangement circuitry. As can be seen in Figure 1, CP_SD maintains for almost two years 97% BH performance, reaching 50% capacity exhaustion in about three years and nine months. Our solution strikes a good balance in the performance vs. lifetime trade-off, prioritizing performance without neglecting lifetime. Moreover, this paper also proposes a rule-based mechanism to further tune this trade-off: CP_SD_Th4 and CP_SD_Th8 in Figure 1 trade 1.1% and 1.9% performance in exchange for 28% and 44% NVM lifetime improvement, respectively.

Specifically, this work makes the following contributions to shared hybrid NVM-SRAM LLCs whose NVM part tolerates byte-level faults and leverages data compression:

- A novel insertion scheme that places cache blocks into either the SRAM or NVM part of the LLC, considering the read-reuse, write-reuse and compression features of cache blocks. In the NVM part, the replacement algorithm considers an NVM fault-map and the compressed size of the incoming LLC block, replacing the LRU block from the frames the incoming block can fit in.
- A threshold-based mechanism tunes the write-traffic to the NVM part, thereby allowing to explore the trade-off between performance and lifetime. We propose to use Set Dueling [37] to capture the runtime behaviour of the workload and allow more (or less) compressed blocks to be inserted in the NVM part. The sample cache sets collect the number of writes and the number of hits. Based on these counters, a rule-based decision mechanism balances lifetime and performance.
- The forecasting procedure introduced in [15] is adapted to the hybrid LLC scenario. This procedure tracks NVM aging, providing the temporal evolution of performance and capacity. It allows to analyze all dimensions of the hybrid LLC design.
- For a fair comparison, it is necessary to test existing insertion policies on NVM caches that lose capacity due to aging. Therefore, the state-of-the-art LHybrid and TAP policies [9], [32] are implemented in a fault-aware environment, extended with frame-disabling to tolerate hard-errors [7], [46].
- For evaluation, we consider multi-programmed workloads of memory-intensive applications from the SPEC 2006 and SPEC 2017 suites. The evaluation environment combines three elements: a fast architectural simulator [16], a detailed cycle-level simulator [31] and the forecast procedure mentioned above [15]. We present a comprehensive
analysis and evaluation of our novel schemes and their comparison to the state-of-the-art. We show that our proposals consistently and significantly outperform the state-of-the-art in all performance metrics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the background and motivation of this study. Section III describes the microarchitecture of the hybrid LLC. Section IV describes the proposed insertion policies together with the Set Dueling mechanism. Section V presents the results of our insertion policies against the state-of-the-art. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section introduces the NVM endurance problem, provides background on data compression, explains state-of-the-art insertion policies, and makes a quantitative analysis of these insertion policies.

A. NVM endurance

Most NVM technologies have limited write endurance, i.e., NVM bitcells can only be written a maximum of 10^n times where n varies significantly depending on the technology, optimizations, and target market from 10^6 - 10^12 [10], [17], [42]–[44]. The endurance is usually approximated by a normal distribution of mean \( \mu = 10^n \) and coefficient of variation \( cv = \frac{\sigma}{\mu} \), usually between 0.2 and 0.3. The \( cv \) reflects the variability in the manufacturing process [12], [17].

In the context of NVM-based LLCs, lifetime is strictly determined by the LLC write traffic and the write distribution across cache lines. Streaming or thrashing workloads, for instance, can reduce the NVM lifetime from a few years to a few months. NVM structures should be provided with wear-leveling mechanisms able to evenly distribute the write wear throughout all the cache dimensions: sets, frames within sets, and bytes within frames; we call frame to the physical arrays of bitcells storing a cache block. Wear-leveling mechanisms have been thoroughly studied in the literature to prevent early wear-out of memory regions [2], [17], [25], [42]. Our proposal is independent of the wear-leveling mechanism used. In our case, an intra-frame wear-leveling is used by means of a global counter, like in [24]; but any other mechanism could be used.

B. Data compression

The lifetime of an NVM can increase if the information it contains has been previously compressed, because the average number of bitcells written decreases. In the case of NVM caches, if a byte-level fault-aware mechanism is also available, see Section III-B, compression will allow frames with faulty bytes to hold compressed blocks [15], [18].

Since compression directly influences access latency and write bandwidth, the compression mechanism adopted on the cache hierarchy must satisfy some properties. First, the decomposition latency must be as low as possible because it is on the critical path of block service. Second, the compression ratio should be as high as possible as it determines the amount of bytes written to the NVM. Besides, the compression mechanism must have a wide coverage and low hardware complexity to maximize utilization of partially disabled cache frames with with little overhead.

Our proposed policies are orthogonal to the compression mechanism and can be used with any compression scheme that satisfies the above properties. For this work we use a slightly modified version of the Base-Delta Immediate (BDI) compression mechanism that provides fast decompression latency (1 cycle), wide coverage, little hardware overhead, and an acceptable compression ratio [36]. The algorithm is based on value locality; it assumes that a 64-byte block can be split into either thirty-two 2-byte, sixteen 4-byte, or eight 8-byte values and can be compacted using a Base value and a series of differences with respect to the Base (Deltas). A particular combination of Base and Delta is called Compression Encoding (CE), see Table I. They are known a priori and are computed in parallel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Delta</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV(8)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(4)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The compression encodings that do not achieve a significant compression ratio are typically discarded in the original BDI proposal in order to increase the average compression ratio of the mechanism. These blocks correspond in our design to the ones whose compressed size is greater than 37, we refer to them as low-compression ratio (LCR) blocks, marked with a star in Table I. Similarly, we refer as high-compression ratio (HCR) blocks to the ones having compressed sizes lower than or equal to 37 bytes. For our design, LCR blocks are equally important as HCR ones since they allow frames with only a few faulty bytes to allocate blocks that cannot be compressed as much as HCR ones.

Figure 2 shows the compression ratios of the most memory-demanding applications of SPEC 2006 and SPEC 2017 benchmark suites. On average, 78% of the total cache blocks are compressible, either HCR blocks (49%) or LCR blocks (29%). In an NVM cache, since not all bitcells wear out simultaneously, frames gradually become partially defective, so the remaining functional bitcells can still be utilized. Together with compression, these defective (partially disabled) frames can be used to preserve the effective capacity unimpaired.

C. State-of-the-art hybrid LLC insertion policies

This section outlines LHybrid [9] and TAP [32], two state-of-the-art insertion policies for hybrid LLCs.

LHybrid [9] classifies LLC blocks into loop-blocks and non-loop-blocks. Cache blocks that are not modified during their round trips between L1/L2 and LLC, i.e., read-only blocks that show reuse in the LLC are referred to as loop-blocks. They are
of utmost importance in the context of hybrid LLCs because they are ideal residents of the NVM part. LHybrid strives to keep as many loop-blocks (LBs) in the NVM part as possible and steers non-loop-blocks (NLBs) into the SRAM part.

The LHybrid insertion scheme works as follows. All blocks in LLC and L2 are tagged as LB or NLB and this tag is supplied along with the block in both directions. Initially, all blocks entering L2 from the main memory are marked as NLB. A block evicted from L2, marked as NLB and not present in the LLC, is inserted into the SRAM part. Conversely, a block evicted from L2 and tagged as LB, if not in the LLC, is inserted into the NVM part. A read request from L2 that hits LLC implies a previous eviction from L2, and thus a reuse. This read request will tag the block as LB if, and only if, the block is clean. In the LHybrid replacement scheme, for the NVM part, the LRU block is simply evicted (local replacement). In SRAM, the replacement policy first searches for LB blocks, and if found, the most recent LB, in LRU order, is migrated to the NVM part; otherwise, the LRU block is evicted.

Similar to LHybrid, TAP [32] defines thrashing-blocks as blocks that have hit in the LLC more than $T_h \times H_{\text{thresh}}$ times. TAP only inserts clean thrashing-blocks to the NVM part because they are expected to stay longer in the LLC, preventing energy-hungry NVM write operations from other blocks. In terms of NVM insertions, TAP is more conservative than LHybrid, see Figure 1, because a block needs to show reuse more than once (unlike the LHybrid loop-block) to be inserted in the NVM part. We thus use LHybrid as the state-of-the-art reference policy so that results are more comparable in terms of performance.

D. Motivation: quantitative analysis of hybrid LLC insertion policies

As described in the previous section, state-of-the-art insertion policies conservatively target the NVM part, which extends lifetime but sacrifices performance. To demonstrate this, we evaluate ten multi-programmed workloads from the SPEC 2006 and SPEC 2017 benchmarks on a hybrid LLC having 12 NVM-ways and 4 SRAM-ways (see Section V-A and Table III for more details) and show the impact of different configurations on the LLC performance and lifetime in Figure 1. For comparison, we use SRAM-only LLC configurations with 16-ways (best-case) and 4-ways (worst-case, as if the 12-NVM ways were faulty), to determine the upper and lower bounds on the hybrid LLC performance. Both configurations employ the LRU replacement scheme and are compared to the following.

**BH** that is NVM-unaware and naively fills data into NVM and SRAM ways implementing a global LRU replacement policy and frame-disabling, achieves performance similar to that of a 16-way SRAM cache, the expected upper limit. The small performance loss compared to an SRAM cache is exclusively due to the increased latency in the STT-RAM ways, since the contents of both caches are exactly the same. However, for a mean endurance of $10^{10}$, it takes less than three months for the NVM part to lose 50% of its effective capacity.

**LHybrid**, which conservatively inserts into the NVM by steering only the loop-blocks into it and employs a local loop-block-aware replacement scheme. As a result, it improves the NVM lifetime by $19.7 \times$ compared to BH but at the cost of a significant 11% performance decrease.

**TAP** is more conservative than LHybrid. Blocks must show higher level of reuse (clean thrashing-blocks) to be inserted in the NVM. It improves the hybrid cache lifetime by $39 \times$ compared to BH in exchange for 15% performance drop.

To reduce these wide disparities between performance and lifetime of different configurations, this work investigates hybrid LLC designs that achieve near-BH performance and near-LHybrid lifetime by jointly optimizing for both metrics.

### III. Hybrid LLC Architecture

Hybrid LLC designs require intelligent insertion policies supported by the underlying microarchitecture. This section presents our microarchitectural design decisions carefully adopted to get the most out of the insertion policies.

#### A. NVM-friendly non-inclusive LLCs

Non-inclusive LLC designs increase caching capacity by only partially duplicating data between the private and shared levels. The non-inclusive relationship allows replacing a block in LLC without having to invalidate copies in the private levels [49]. In an NVM-LLC friendly implementation of this model, a miss in all cache levels involves a main memory access that takes the block directly to the private L1/L2 levels. In turn, the victim block replaced in L2, clean or dirty, is sent to LLC and written if it was not there [13]. Most NVM and hybrid LLCs follow this mostly-exclusive implementation because it reduces the write traffic in the LLC [8], [9], [32], [38].

Figure 3 shows a high-level overview of the proposed hybrid LLC design. Similar to [9], we use a non-inclusive hierarchy and complement it with a fault map, a compression mechanism and an insertion mechanism. The blocks movement in the cache hierarchy follows the above rules, with the exception of block requests with write permission (GetX) coming from L2 that hit in LLC. In this case, LLC returns the block to the private levels and invalidates it in the LLC. This immediate invalidation improves LLC performance because it leaves room for the

![Figure 2: Block classification regarding its compression ratio for the selected SPEC CPU 2006 and 2017 applications.](image-url)
replacement algorithm to reuse it as needed. The obsolete copy of the invalidated block in LLC will be written anyway when the dirty block is evicted from L1/L2. These coherency features are already implemented in the MOESI_CMP_directory Ruby protocol in gem5 [31].

**B. Fault-tolerant microarchitecture**

NVM bitcells become defective due to repeated write operations. From the architectural perspective, these memory structures must be provided with error correcting codes (ECCs) to detect and correct hard faults. We assume Hamming SECDED protection in all arrays. In particular, we use code (527, 516) for the NVM data array: it can correct one fault disabled frames can be used as functional frames, and the performance implications. For example, disabling at a frame granularity incurs little overhead but severe degradation of capacity and, thus, performance. Conversely, disabling at a finer granularity, such as at byte level, requires more metadata (overhead) but allows live bytes within a frame to be used [15], [18], [41], [45]. By leveraging compression, these partially disabled frames can be used as functional frames, and the impact of bitcell failures on performance can be effectively mitigated. For instance, if a byte in an NVM cache frame (64B) is disabled, it can still be used to store all cache blocks of compression encodings B8Δ7 and above (≤ 58B), see Table I.

Our hybrid LLC employs data compression together with byte-disabling and an intra-frame wear-leveling mechanism to mitigate the effective capacity drop due to bitcell failures. Similar to [15], we maintain a fault map of the NVM frames, storing the faultiness information of each byte. Every fault map entry consisting of 66 bits, see Figure 4, is updated every time a byte becomes faulty, i.e., at most 66 times (until the frame is completely dead). This low amount of write accesses leads to no wear problems, and thus the fault map can be implemented in NVM technology. Unlike the fault map, the tag array is written more often as it needs to keep the coherence and replacement information up to date. A hard fault on a tag array bitcell means disabling the whole cache frame. Therefore, we assume that the tag array is realized using SRAM technology that is not subject to wear. The data array, see Figure 4, is split in NVM ways and SRAM ways, typically, with a factor of three NVM ways for every SRAM way [9], [32].

1) **Block writing**: Figure 5a shows the block writing flow in the LLC. For every incoming LLC block, the compressed block (CB, 0-64 bytes) and the chosen compression encoding (CE, 4-bit) information are obtained from the compressor. The extended compressed block (ECB) is then formed by combining the CB with the 4-bit CE and the 11-bit SECDED code. The SECDED code is calculated from 516-bit, i.e., the combined CE (4-bit) and 512-bit vector (the CB bit vector plus the required number of zeros to make 512-bit). In parallel to SECDED generation, the insertion engine decides whether to insert it either in an NVM or in an SRAM frame according to our proposed insertion policy, see Section IV; and the replacement algorithm (LRU) selects the target frame. In the case of NVM, the replacement algorithm will look for the target frame among those with an effective capacity greater than or equal to the incoming compressed block (Fit-LRU) [18]. In the case of SRAM, a conventional LRU is employed for replacement, and the block is stored uncompressed.

The NVM part of the hybrid LLC is also provided with a block rearrangement circuitry, adopted from the proposal in [15], that scatters the ECBs among the non-faulty bytes of the target frame, generating the sparse block (RECB) and a write...
mask for selective writing. This block reordering synergistically works with an intra-frame wear-leveling mechanism to evenly distribute write operations’ wear among all non-faulty bytes in the target frame. To do this, the block rearrangement circuitry maintains a counter that indicates the byte at which the write operation is performed. This counter is global, shared among all sets, and increments after long periods of time (a few hours or even days) so that the writing region of the frames gets shifted over time [24].

The block rearrangement circuitry consists of two modules: index generator and crossbar. Figure 5c shows an example of rearranging a 5-byte ECB for scattering into an 8-byte frame with faulty bytes (2 and 5). On the left side of the figure, the index generator computes an index vector I[i] from the fault map and the wear-leveling counter. The optimized implementation of this circuit uses a parallel tree adder [15]. Each index indicates which byte of the ECB is to be placed in RECB byte x (stands for don’t care). For example, I[6]=2 indicates that byte 2 of the ECB is placed in RECB byte 6. Thus, this index vector controls the output ports of the crossbar used to obtain the RECB. In the example, crossbar output 6 selects input 2. For the write mask, the first n positions starting from the wear-leveling counter value, and corresponding to non-faulty bytes, are set to 1; n being the ECB size.

2) Block reading: A data block access to the NVM data array is depicted in Figure 5b. First, the RECB is read. In parallel, the index vector I[i] is computed again as in block writing. This index vector is now used to obtain the ECB from the RECB. Figure 5d shows a rearrangement example of the same 5-byte RECB of Figure 5c, for delivery to L2. In this case, each index indicates the target output crossbar for each input, e.g., I[6]=2 means that input 6 is forwarded to output 2. Within the already aligned block (ECB), the CE field indicates the length of the compressed block. This value is employed to fill the bytes not used to store the compressed block (CB) with zeros in order to match the SECDED previously generated during the writing. Besides, it selects the corresponding BDI decompressor.

3) Latency overhead: Using VLSI synthesis for 16 nm, the block rearrangement circuitry has proven to be feasible in terms of latency (incurring 0.33 and 0.38 ns for writing and reading, respectively) as well as area and power consumption [15]. The BDI decompressor, that is a SIMD-style vector adder [30], [36], incurs a 2-cycle latency overhead. Note that all the competing mechanisms need SECDED for hard-fault detection. For this reason, the latency incurred by SECDED is not accounted for in the overheads.

IV. COMPRESSION-AWARE INSERTION POLICIES

Data compression reduces the size of the incoming blocks to the LLC and thereby reduces the number of bytes written to cache frames. Together with byte-disabling, compression can be used to allocate reduced size blocks to partially defective NVM frames, always taking care to level the write wear among the remaining non-faulty bitcells. This section describes how block features such as compressed size, read-reuse and write-reuse information can be leveraged to develop performance-efficient and lifetime-aware content management policies.
RWR, our proposed insertion policy.

A. Naive compression-aware insertion

We denote blocks whose compressed size is lower than or equal to a given compression threshold \((CP_{th})\) as small blocks and blocks that are either incompressible or whose compressed size is greater than the threshold as big blocks. Intuitively, the greater the compression ratio a block achieves, the less harmful it is to write it on the NVM part. A naive compression-aware insertion policy (CA), therefore, directs small blocks to NVM ways and big blocks to SRAM ways. Both NVM and SRAM ways follow a local LRU replacement policy.

CA may lead to performance degradation. The performance loss occurs when there is an imbalance between the number of references to blocks allocated in NVM and SRAM ways.

For instance, 100% of the cache blocks are incompressible in the benchmarks xz17 and milc, see Figure 2, and as a result CA will direct all blocks to the SRAM ways. On the contrary, in benchmarks such as GemsFDTD and zeusmp, where almost all cache blocks are highly compressible (HCR), the CA policy will only insert blocks into NVM ways. In both cases, one part of the LLC is over-referenced, experiencing many misses and leading to performance degradation.

CA evaluation. The light green bars (CA) in Figure 6 show the LLC hit rate for different \(CP_{th}\) values, normalized to BH hit rate. Unless otherwise mentioned, all results in this and the following sections are averaged across ten multiprogrammed mixes of four randomly selected applications from the employed subset of SPEC 2006 and SPEC 2017, see Table V. The normalized hit rate varies between 0.89 and 0.99, with the highest figure being obtained for a \(CP_{th}\) of 58. With this \(CP_{th}\) value, only uncompresed blocks are inserted into SRAM and the rest into NVM. The attained hit rate is very close to BH, which indicates that this \(CP_{th}\) value achieves a block distribution with only little conflict misses compared to BH and, therefore, is well balanced.

The light green bars (CA) in Figure 7 show the number of bytes written to the NVM part for different \(CP_{th}\) values normalized to the values obtained in BH. As can be seen, the \(CP_{th}\) has a considerable impact on the number of bytes written in the NVM part, varying between 5% and 80% of the writes for BH. With a \(CP_{th}\) of 58, the best in terms of hit rate from Figure 6, the number of bytes written is still 40% lower than the BH cache.

B. Read and write reuse aware insertion

As discussed in Section II-C, several works have shown that content management based on block reuse properties can reduce the number of writes in NVM caches [9]. We now discuss how to incorporate read and write reuse into together with the compression-aware insertion policy (CA_RWR).

We classify blocks into three categories based on their reuse properties: blocks that have not yet demonstrated any reuse, blocks with read reuse, and blocks with write reuse. Initially, all blocks are classified as non-reused when copied from the main memory to the cache hierarchy. A hit in the LLC classifies a block into either a read-reused block if it has not been modified or a write-reused block if it has been written at least once. Notice that our read-reuse class corresponds to the loop-blocks in LHybrid while write-reuse and non-reuse blocks correspond to non-loop-blocks.

Table II summarizes CA_RWR, our proposed insertion policy that places blocks in either SRAM or NVM depending on the size of the compressed block and its reuse type:

- Blocks that show read reuse are candidates to stay longer in the LLC. Inserting them in the NVM part is beneficial, regardless of the compressed size, because they will stay longer in the LLC, preventing other writes in the frame.
- Blocks that show write reuse are candidates to stay for a short time in the LLC due to the invalidate-on-hit coherence policy of LLC requests with write permission (GetX), see Section III-A. Such dirty blocks will be inserted back into LLC when they are evicted from L2. Therefore, they should be placed in SRAM since they are candidates for multiple LLC writes.
- Blocks without reuse are inserted either into SRAM or NVM, depending on their compressed size, i.e., small blocks are inserted in NVM and big blocks in SRAM.

Note that NVM frames render partially defective due to write operations. Therefore, a block directed to NVM that does not fit in any NVM frame, because its compressed size is bigger than any of their effective capacities, will be placed in SRAM.

As mentioned above, blocks are initially inserted into SRAM or NVM depending only on their compressed size, since they have not yet shown any reuse. In fact, many of them will be evicted from the LLC without being reused. But for those that do show reuse, the final destination will depend on the type
of reuse, read or write. Therefore, it is sometimes necessary to migrate blocks between SRAM and NVM arrays: i) blocks initially stored in NVM that show reuse on write, and ii) blocks initially stored in SRAM that show reuse on read. On the one hand, reuse on write is detected when a GetX request hits in LLC and the block is invalidated. Later, when the block is evicted from L2, it will be inserted into SRAM as a write-reused block (regardless of its compressed size). On the other hand, a block initially stored in SRAM that is reused on read remains in SRAM until it is evicted (due to a replacement). At that time, the block is migrated to NVM.

**CA_RWR evaluation.** The dark green bars (CA_RWR) in Figures 6 and 7 show the normalized LLC hit rate and BW on a CA_RWR cache, varying \( CP_{th} \). Compared to the cache with CA policy, the reuse information in the block insertion policy has a relatively small impact on the hit rate but a noticeable impact on BW, especially for high \( CP_{th} \) values. The hit rate is better than the CA cache for small values of \( CP_{th} \) and marginally worse for high values of \( CP_{th} \); specifically, the CA_RWR hit rate only increases by 1.9% for \( CP_{th} \) values between 30 and 51 and increasing to 5.4% for \( CP_{th} = 58 \). Compared to the CA, the relative decrease in BW for CA_RWR is significant, reaching 73% for \( CP_{th} = 51 \). Even though BW varies between 4.4% and 28.6% as \( CP_{th} \) varies between 30 and 64.

**C. CP_SD insertion: Set Dueling for performance**

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate in simplified form the influence of \( CP_{th} \) on the normalized hit rates and BW, averaging the results for the entire workload and assuming full capacity in the NVM part. However, for the best \( CP_{th} \) selection, one must delve deeper into the impact of two key factors. First, applications may exhibit different behaviors throughout their execution, and second, as the NVM part ages, its capacity decreases.

To analyze the impact of workload time variability and NVM capacity loss we will divide the workload execution time into epochs of fixed duration and calculate the hit rate achieved in each epoch with each \( CP_{th} \) value. The different bar colors in Figure 8 show the percentage of epochs for which each \( CP_{th} \) value achieves the highest number of cache hits. Specifically, Figure 8a presents the distributions of optimal \( CP_{th} \) varying the NVM part capacity from 100 to 50%, and Figure 8b presents the distributions of optimal \( CP_{th} \) for each workload in an LLC with 100% capacity in the NVM part.

Let us consider the bar that represents the NVM cache with 100% capacity in Figure 8a. This is the same cache that was used in Figure 6, where we observed that the maximum hit rate is achieved with \( CP_{th} \) values 58 or 64. However, Figure 8 reveals that these \( CP_{th} \) values are not optimal throughout the entire workload execution. In 30% of the epochs, the optimal hit rate is attained with \( CP_{th} \) values less than 58. Furthermore, this percentage varies greatly depending on the workload, reaching 96% in mix 5, see Figure 8b. In Figure 7, we demonstrated that these smaller \( CP_{th} \) values are beneficial as they reduce the number of bytes written to the NVM. This implies that a fixed \( CP_{th} \) value may easily lead to both sub-optimal overall system performance and sub-optimal NVM lifetime. The impact of varying optimal \( CP_{th} \) values becomes even more prominent as the cache loses effective capacity, see Figure 8a, because frames with higher capacities become more scarce.

For an adaptive \( CP_{th} \) value selection mechanism, we propose CP_SD, a new insertion policy using Set Dueling [37] that reacts to both the changing workload behavior and the decreasing capacity of the NVM part. We propose to specialize some sets to use a fixed value of \( CP_{th} \), from 30 to 64. Every value is tested on a group of N/32 sets, where N is the number of sets in the LLC. The rest of the sets follow the group of sets whose \( CP_{th} \) brings optimal performance, the group of sets with the maximum number of hits in the previous epoch.

**CP_SD evaluation.** The red horizontal lines in Figures 6 and 7 indicate hit rate and BW of CP_SD, respectively. CP_SD achieves a hit rate equivalent to the best-case CA_RWR (with values of \( CP_{th} = 58 \) and 64), which is also comparable to the hit rate of the reference system BH. However, in terms of bytes written, CP_SD reduces the number of writes by a significant 83.4% compared to the BH cache and by 22.9% and 42% compared to CA_RWR for \( CP_{th} = 58 \) and 64, respectively.

Besides, we perform these experiments varying the epoch size and our evaluation shows that 2M cycles achieves the best Set Dueling performance. This value is used for the all evaluations in the following sections.

**D. CP_SD_Th: CP_SD for both performance and lifetime**

By using the CP_SD insertion policy it may happen that a very small difference in performance in an epoch determines the selection of a \( CP_{th} \) value that produces a much larger number of bytes written to the NVM part. We thereby introduce CP_SD_Th: a variation that seeks a better tradeoff between performance and lifetime. It is based on selecting \( CP_{th} \) considering not only the number of hits in LLC but also the number of bytes written to the NVM part.
We have not found a simple arithmetic function that combines both metrics to compute the Set Dueling winner, largely because their ranges of variability are very different and highly dependent on workload and NVM cache capacity. Alternatively, we will make a rule-based decision with two thresholds: i) $Th$, the maximum percentage of cache hits we are willing to sacrifice, and ii) $Tw$, the minimum percentage of NVM bytes written decrement we require to admit a performance loss. As usual, the rule for choosing $CP_{th}$ is applied at the beginning of each epoch by first looking for the value $i$ of $CP_{th}$ that achieved the maximum number of hits in the previous epoch. Then, the smallest value $j$ of $CP_{th}$ that satisfies the following inequalities is selected:

$$H(j) > H(i) \times (1 - \frac{Th}{100}) \quad \text{and} \quad W(j) < W(i) \times (1 - \frac{Tw}{100})$$ (1)

Where $H(x)$ and $W(x)$ are the number of hits and bytes written to NVM, respectively, in the sampler sets whose $CP_{th}$ was $x$ in the previous epoch.

**CP_SD evaluation by varying Th and Tw.** Our evaluation of Set Dueling with different values for the parameters $Th$ and $Tw$ shows that the sensitivity of the number of hits and the number of bytes written to NVM to the parameter $Tw$ is very low; therefore, Figure 9 only shows data for values of $Th$ 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8% (different colors) keeping $Tw = 5%$. The different shapes represent different NVM capacities: the circles, triangles and squares correspond to NVM part capacities of 100, 90 and 80%, respectively. Both the number of hits and number of bytes written to NVM are normalized to BH with 100% NVM capacity.

![Fig. 9: Hit rate and number of bytes written to NVM normalized to BH, for different $Th$ [0-8%] and different NVM capacities: 100-90-80% (circles, triangles, and squares). $Tw$ set at 5%](image)

The observed trend is similar for the three NVM capacities analyzed. Increasing the value of $Th$ always produces a decrease in both the number of hits and number of bytes written to NVM. However, the relative decrease is much larger in the number of bytes written, especially when the cache capacity decreases. For example, going from $Th = 0$ to $Th = 8%$ for 80% NVM capacity, the number of cache hits decreases from 0.925 to 0.916 (1.0% reduction) while the number of writes decreases from 0.059 to 0.035 (40.7% reduction). However, the same $Th$ variation for a 100% NVM capacity results in a 18.7% relative decrease in the bytes written to NVM.

Note that the 8% limit on $Th$ only produces a real loss of 1% in hits, since a) in many epochs no change in $CP_{th}$ is applied to decrease hits because in return there is not enough reduction in bytes written, and b) when the change is applied the decrease in hits will be between 0 and 8%. In addition, by construction, the decrease in bytes written can be much greater than the decrease in hits because the $CP_{th}$ is only changed in those epochs in which the decrease in bytes written is large and the decrease in hits is small.

### V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section evaluates the impact of compression-aware insertion policies on the lifetime and performance of a hybrid LLC, comparing them to the state-of-the-art proposals described in section II-C, see Table III: CP_SD and CP_SD,Th refer to insertion policies introduced in Sections IV-C and IV-D, respectively.

#### TABLE III: Summary of tested insertion policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Disabling granularity</th>
<th>Data Comp.</th>
<th>NVM aware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BH</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH_CP</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHybrid</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_SD</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_SD,Th</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section V-A introduces the experimental setup, including system specification, simulation infrastructure, and benchmark suites. Section V-B compares CP_SD insertion policies with state-of-the-art in terms of performance and NVM lifetime, showing how the rule-based mechanism effectively trades performance in exchange for lifetime by tuning CP_SD $Th$. Sections V-C, V-D, V-E, and V-F present sensitivity studies concerning to the ratio of NVM size vs. SRAM size, the impact of the coefficient of variation on system performance and NVM lifetime, the size of L2 ($x_2$), and the increase in NVM access latency ($x_{1.5}$); respectively. Finally, in Section V-G the cost of fine-grain disabling, i.e. the overhead of the byte fault map, is discussed, evaluating its impact by reducing the number of ways in the NVM part by an amount equivalent to such overhead.

#### A. Experimental setup

We use a 4-core system with private L1 (instructions and data) and L2 caches and a shared hybrid LLC, as detailed in Table IV. The hybrid LLC is non-inclusive and partitioned into four banks. The system uses a directory-based MOESI coherence protocol, and a crossbar that connects the private levels (L2) with the LLC banks and the directory.

As for the simulation, we use two different infrastructures: a trace-driven simulator called HyCSim [16] for design space
TABLE IV: System specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>4, ARMv8, out-of-order (up to 8 inst/cycle), 3.5 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coherence Protocol</td>
<td>MOESI, directory distributed among LLC banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>64 B data block in all levels, 3-cycles load-use delay, Fetch on write miss, 4 ways, LRU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>128 KB D, 128 KB I, 16 ways, LRU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid LLC</td>
<td>4 SRAM ways, 28-cycle load-use delay (4-cycle D-array)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 NVM ways, 32-cycle load-use delay (8-cycle D-array) +2 cycles for decompression and block rearrangement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-cycle data array write latency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance: mean = 10¹⁰ writes, cv = 0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Memory</td>
<td>1 memory controller, DDR4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 channel, 8GB/channel (1200 MHz)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoC</td>
<td>Crossbar between NV-LLC banks and L2s, 32 B flits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE V: SPEC CPU 2006 and 2017 mixes. |
| mix 1 | zeusmp06 gobmk06 dealll06 bzip206 |
| mix 2 | hmmer06 bzip206 wrf06 roms17 |
| mix 3 | zeusmp06 cactuBSSN17 hmmer06 soplex06 |
| mix 4 | onempp06 astar06 mlc06 libquantum06 |
| mix 5 | xalancbmk06 leslicd06 bwaves17 mx17 |
| mix 6 | lbm17 xz17 GemsFDTD06 wrf06 |
| mix 7 | cactuBSSN17 dealll06 libquantum06 xalancbmk06 |
| mix 8 | gobmk06 mlc06 mx17 lbm17 |
| mix 9 | xz17 astar06 bwaves17 soplex06 |
| mix 10 | GemsFDTD06 onempp06 roms17 leslicd06 |

exploration and for figures in Section IV, and gem5 [31] for the detailed cycle-accurate full-system simulation presented in this Section. To estimate hybrid LLC latencies we use NVSim [14].

We adapted the forecasting procedure introduced in [15] to the hybrid LLC scenario. It allows to accurately measure the impact of different insertion policies on the evolution over time of performance and capacity of the NVM part, taking into account the disabling of frames or bytes and the use of compression. BH and LHybrid are provided with frame-disabling to tolerate hard faults while BH_CP and CP_SD employ byte-disabling together with data compression. The forecasting procedure alternates between simulation and prediction phases. The simulation phase starts reading the NVM LLC state; for instance, in BH_CP and CP_SD such state is the fault map of every NVM frame, then it performs a full system simulation reporting several indexes of interest, e.g., the write rate on NVM frames, system IPC, and LLC hit rate. The prediction phase receives such write rates, computes the next fault map for the next simulation. In this work, the forecasting procedure advances in time until the NVM part loses 50% of its capacity, but there is no problem in reaching full depletion. The IPC evolution depicted in Section V figures is obtained at each simulation phase, computing the arithmetic mean of the IPCs of the mixes conforming the workload.

The experimental evaluation is made on the ten multi-programmed workloads shown in Table V. Mixes are formed by randomly selecting applications from the SPEC CPU 2006 and 2017 suites, leaving out applications that do not show substantial memory activity [6], [21]. Fast forward is performed for 2 billion instructions, warm-up for 60 million cycles, and then 200 million cycles are simulated to collect statistics.

B. Performance vs. Lifetime

The solid lines in Figure 10a show the performance evolution over time of the proposed insertion policies for hybrid LLCs (CP_SD, CP_SD,Th), comparing them with BH, BH_CP and LHybrid. Dashed lines mark the upper and lower performance bounds. The upper bound corresponds to a 16-way SRAM LLC, while the lower bound corresponds to a hybrid LLC whose NVM part is fully impaired (4w SRAM). Finally, we also show performance of a base hybrid LLC with compression (BH_CP). BH_CP uses compression and byte-disabling, but it is oblivious to the NVM wear due to writing and uses a global fit-LRU replacement policy. In BH_CP, the victim frame is the one containing the LRU block from among those occupying frames with a size greater than or equal to the size of the block to be inserted, either in the SRAM or NVM.

Initially, in the first few months, the performance of BH_CP is similar to that of BH because both use a global, unconstrained LRU replacement algorithm. However, compression and byte disabling, even without compression-aware insertion and replacement policies, reduce the number of writes in the NVM part and manage to extend the lifetime of BH_CP by 4.8 x with respect to BH. Still, the effective capacity of 50% is reached in 13 months, far short of the LHybrid 53 months.

CP_SD, the performance-optimized configuration, manages to delay the 50% capacity loss to 45 months, multiplying BH lifetime by 16.8 x. This increase in lifetime is achieved at the cost of a performance loss of only 3.3% at the beginning of the cache lifetime. This performance level remains almost unchanged beyond two years. From this point on, the NVM part starts to gradually lose capacity, which translates into a gradual drop in performance. Compared to LHybrid, CP_SD reaches the 50% capacity 8 months earlier but always maintains a significant difference in performance, especially in the long initial stage where it reduces the performance loss compared to the upper limit (dotted green line) from 11.2% of LHybrid to only 3.3%.

As introduced in Section IV-D, CP_SD can be further tuned to trade performance in exchange for lifetime and vice versa. Figure 10a shows the results for Th 4 and 8%, keeping Tw = 5. CP_SD,Th4 and CP_SD,Th8 achieve 28% and 44% increase in lifetime compared to CP_SD, in exchange for 1.1% and 1.9% performance degradation, respectively. Compared to LHybrid, CP_SD,Th4 and CP_SD,Th8 achieve 9% and 22% more lifetime while keeping 7.6% and 6.8% higher performance, respectively.

C. SRAM-NVM proportion variation

We analyze the behavior of the hybrid LLC by increasing asymmetry between the sizes of the SRAM and NVM. Specifically, Figure 10b shows hybrid LLCs with a 3-way SRAM and a 13-way NVM part. The decrease in the number of SRAM ways has little impact on BH and BH_CP because block insertion and replacement do not depend on this parameter. The original 12-way NVM wears similarly in this new 3/13-way
configuration. The only additional performance degradation occurs due to the loss of capacity of the new NVM way.

In LHybrid, the SRAM part acts as a read-reuse detector for the NVM part. By decreasing the number of SRAM ways, less read reuse is detected, thereby resulting in fewer block insertions to the NVM part. This translates into a 14% longer lifetime and a 2.2% lower performance compared to the 4/12 configuration. For CP SD-based policies, increasing the SRAM/NVM asymmetry also means a slight increase in lifetime (5.5%, 3.4%, and 7.4%) and a slight drop in performance (2.2%, 2.1%, and 2.6%), for CP SD, CP SD-Th4, and CP SD-Th8, respectively.

**D. Impact of cv on performance and lifetime**

We model the endurance of NVM memory bitcells using a normal distribution, see Section II-A. The coefficient of variation $\mu$ of this distribution reflects the memory manufacturing variability. This parameter has a significant impact on the evolution of the LLC capacity. A higher coefficient of variation implies a larger dispersion in the number of writes supported by each cell. Consequently, the first faults occur earlier, thereby impacting frame- and byte-disabling techniques.

In Figure 10c we have repeated the experimentation assuming a higher manufacturing variability, changing the coefficient of variation $\mu$ from 0.20 to 0.25 and keeping the mean $\mu = 10^{10}$ constant. The lifetime of frame-disabling caches is drastically reduced as the coefficient of variation increases. The time to reach 50% capacity goes from 2.7 months to 1.6 months for BH and from 53 to 30 months for LHybrid. However, the impact on the lifetime of the models with byte-disabling is much smaller: for BH_CP, it remains the same, for CP SD it drops from 45 to 42 months, for CP SD-Th4, it drops from 58 to 53 months, and for CP SD-Th8 it drops from 65 to 60 months. Consequently, CP SD-based policies manage to significantly improve both performance and lifetime over LHybrid as $\mu$ grows: CP SD, CP SD-Th4, and CP SD-Th8 achieve 1.4×, 1.8×, and 2× greater lifetime while maintaining 8.9%, 7.6%, and 6.8% greater performance, respectively.

**E. L2 size sensitivity**

Figure 11a shows performance evolution when L2 size is increased from 128 to 256 KB. Increasing the L2 size means increasing the overall system performance. Besides, it also means that the L2 can filter more write operations from the hybrid LLC, which translates into a slight increase in lifetime. Compared to the systems in Figure 10a, lifetime increases 19%, 18%, 14%, 8%, and 10% for BH, BH_CP, CP SD, CP SD-Th4, and CP SD-Th8, respectively. On the contrary, the lifetime of LHybrid decreases by 11%. As already mentioned, in LHybrid, a block must experience a hit in the SRAM ways before being inserted in the NVM ones. When the L2 capacity is increased, the SRAM activity and the number of block-fills decrease, so the blocks spend more time in the SRAM ways. The more time a block is present in the LLC, the higher the probability of it being hit and detected as a loop-block. Detecting more loop-blocks results in an overall increase in the write rate to the NVM part and, thereby, a lifetime reduction.

**F. NVM latency sensitivity**

NVM technology and system integration may have various optimization targets. As a result, the NVM latency might vary significantly. Figure 11b shows results for an NVM latency equal to 1.5x the original one, i.e. the NVM data array read latency is increased from 8 to 12 cycles. As expected, policies that insert more aggressively on the NVM part are more affected by increased latency than those that insert more conservatively. For instance, compared to Figure 10a, the performance at the beginning of CP SD, CP SD-Th4, CP SD-Th8, and LHybrid decreases by 0.7, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.4%, respectively. This small drop in performance translates into a slight reduction in the NVM write rate, and these configurations experience a slight increase in lifetime. However, overall, there is no drastic change in the hybrid LLC performance and lifetime.

**G. Overhead analysis & Equalizing costs**

In the previous sections it has been shown that insertion policies tailored to compression and byte disabling improve the state of the art in both performance and lifetime, and achieve this even with a higher read latency due to rearrangement and decompression, see Section III-B3. But of course, this is at the cost of a non-negligible storage overhead. It is therefore necessary to re-evaluate the comparison, using the same total storage in the systems without and with compression.
All evaluated configurations employ SECDDED protection, able to point out the faulty bitcell and disable the corresponding region, see Section III-B. Regarding the metadata overhead, the baseline configuration (BH) and the state-of-the-art (LHybrid, TAP) are provided with frame-disabling and hence require one bit per NVM frame. BH_CP and CP_SD, similar to [15], need a fault map to disable at byte granularity: one bit per NVM byte. Compared to LHybrid, CP_SD incurs a storage overhead of 8.6%, i.e., 12.3% of the NVM data array.

Hence, we now analyze the performance and lifetime of CP_SD, CP_SD_Th4 and CP_SD_Th8 with a similar storage cost to LHybrid. We thereby reduce the number of NVM ways of these caches from 12 to 11 and 10, which results in 1.8% higher and 5.2% lower storage cost than LHybrid, respectively.

The solid, dashed, and dotted pattern lines in Figure 11c show the data from caches with 12, 11, and 10 NVM ways, respectively. All CP_SD configurations decrease their performance and lifetime when the number of ways is reduced. Nonetheless, the normalized IPC in the initial phase of the cache lifetime is in all configurations significantly higher than that of LHybrid. The CP_SD_Th8 cache with 10 NVM ways, with a 5.2% lower storage cost than LHybrid, manages to increase the normalized IPC of LHybrid by 6.4% during the first two years and maintains a higher IPC throughout the whole life of the cache.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Hybrid LLCs bridge the performance and capacity gap between the high-performance SRAM and high-capacity NVM LLC designs. Existing hybrid LLC proposals particularly optimize for LLC lifetime by only conservatively inserting cache blocks into the NVM ways. These lifetime-focused optimizations significantly reduce the LLC performance.

In this paper, we leverage that 78% of the total LLC blocks are compressible to some extent and thus propose fault-aware policies to smartly steer cache blocks into the NVM or SRAM ways by analyzing both the cache block read/write-reuse behavior and its compressed size. We use Set Dueling to identify the best-performing compression threshold, $CP_{th}$, depending on the workload behavior and the NVM capacity. Our proposed insertion policy can be further tuned to trade performance in exchange for NVM lifetime by adjusting the NVM write rate with a rule-based mechanism.

Our evaluations show that our insertion policies with Set Dueling nearly achieve the performance of a SRAM cache with the same associativity while improving lifetime by 17× compared to a hybrid NVM-unaware LLC. For a fair comparison, we adapt state-of-the-art hybrid LLC insertion policies to a fault-aware environment. Our design outperforms the state-of-the-art by 9% while attaining a comparable lifetime. Besides, the rule-based mechanism can achieve, for instance, 9% and 22% more lifetime than LHybrid while still outperforming it by 7.6% and 6.8%, respectively.
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